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Lived Theology
The freedom to question—asking and being asked—is an indispensable and sacred
practice that is absolutely vital to the health of our communities.According to
author David Dark, when religion won’t tolerate questions, objections, or
differences of opinion, and when it only brings to the table threats of
excommunication, violence, and hellfire, it does not allow people to discover for
themselves what they truly believe.The God of the Bible not only encourages
questions; the God of the Bible demands them. If that were not so, we wouldn’t live
in a world of such rich, God-given complexity in which wide-eyed wonder is part
and parcel of the human condition. Dark contends that it’s OK to question life, the
Bible, faith, the media, emotions, language, government—everything. God has
nothing to hide. And neither should people of faith.The Sacredness of Questioning
offers a wide-ranging, insightful, and often entertaining discussion that draws on a
variety of sources, including religious texts and popular culture. It is a book that
readers will likely cherish—and recommend—for years to come.

Sacred Economics
In this popular bestselling book (with more than 500,000 copies sold), Gary
Thomas uncovers how your marriage can become a doorway to a closer walk with
God and each other. Happy is good. But holy is better. Your marriage is more than
a sacred covenant with another person. It is a spiritual discipline designed to help
you know God better, trust him more fully, and love him more deeply. What if
God’s primary intent for your marriage isn’t to make you happy . . . but holy?
Sacred Marriage doesn't just offer techniques to make a marriage happier. It does
contain practical tools, but what married Christians most need is help in becoming
holier husbands and wives. Sacred Marriage offers that help with insights from
Scripture, church history, time tested wisdom from Christian classics, and
examples from today's marriages. Sacred Marriage reveals how marriage trains us
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to love God and others well, how it exposes sin and makes us more aware of God's
presence, how good marriages foster good prayer, how married sex feeds the
spiritual life, and more. The revised edition of Sacred Marriage takes into account
the ways men's and women's roles have expanded since the book was first written.
It has been streamlined to be a faster read without losing the depth that so many
readers have valued. Sacred Marriage uncovers the mystery of God’s overarching
purpose. This book may very well alter profoundly the contours of your marriage. It
will most certainly change you. Because whether it is delightful or difficult, your
marriage can become a doorway to a closer walk with God, and to a spiritual
integrity that, like salt, seasons the world around you with the savor of Christ. Also
available: Sacred Marriage gift edition, small group video study and study guide,
Spanish edition, and more.

Life's Too Short to Pretend You're Not Religious
DIV Why are words so important to so many Jews? Novelist Amos Oz and historian
Fania Oz-Salzberger roam the gamut of Jewish history to explain the integral
relationship of Jews and words. Through a blend of storytelling and scholarship,
conversation and argument, father and daughter tell the tales behind Judaism’s
most enduring names, adages, disputes, texts, and quips. These words, they
argue, compose the chain connecting Abraham with the Jews of every subsequent
generation. Framing the discussion within such topics as continuity, women,
timelessness, and individualism, Oz and Oz-Salzberger deftly engage Jewish
personalities across the ages, from the unnamed, possibly female author of the
Song of Songs through obscure Talmudists to contemporary writers. They suggest
that Jewish continuity, even Jewish uniqueness, depends not on central places,
monuments, heroic personalities, or rituals but rather on written words and an
ongoing debate between the generations. Full of learning, lyricism, and humor,
Jews and Words offers an extraordinary tour of the words at the heart of Jewish
culture and extends a hand to the reader, any reader, to join the conversation. /div

Everyday Apocalypse
Winner of the Booker Prize A historical novel set in the eighteenth century, Sacred
Hunger is a stunning, engrossing exploration of power, domination, and greed in
the British Empire as it entered fully into the slave trade and spread it throughout
its colonies. Barry Unsworth follows the failing fortunes of William Kemp, a
merchant pinning his last chance to a slave ship; his son who needs a fortune
because he is in love with an upper-class woman; and his nephew who sails on the
ship as its doctor because he has lost all he has loved. The voyage meets its
demise when disease spreads among the slaves and the captain's drastic response
provokes a mutiny. Joining together, the sailors and the slaves set up a secret,
utopian society in the wilderness of Florida, only to await the vengeance of the
single-minded, young Kemp.

The Possibility of America
The Gospel According to the Simpsons
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For anyone who wants to delve deeper into Rob Bell’s bestselling Love Wins, the
expansive and accessible Love Wins Companion offers scholarly support and
critiques, resources for individuals, groups, and classes, and brand new material by
Rob Bell himself.

The Sacred Routes of Uyghur History
Thomas Moore explores the myriad possibilities of creating a personal spiritual
style, either inside or outside formal religion. Two decades ago, Moore's Care of the
Soul touched a chord with millions yearning to integrate spirituality into their lives.
He now recounts the benefits of contemplative living that he learned during his
monastic years, but also the more imaginative spirituality that he later embraced.
Moore weaves experiences of everyday people with the wisdom of philosophers,
writers and artists who have infused their lives with transcendence.

Letters from a Skeptic
This wry memoir tackles twelve different spiritual practices in a quest to become
more saintly, including fasting, fixed-hour prayer, the Jesus Prayer, gratitude,
Sabbath-keeping, and generosity. Although Reiss begins with great plans for
success ("Really, how hard could that be?" she asks blithely at the start of her saintmaking year), she finds to her growing humiliation that she is failing - not just at
some of the practices, but at every single one. What emerges is a funny yet
vulnerable story of the quest for spiritual perfection and the reality of spiritual
failure, which turns out to be a valuable practice in and of itself.

The Sacredness of Questioning Everything
This book contains a fascinating collection of dialogues between one of the
greatest mystics of the twentieth century and other great influential thinkers.

Faith Unraveled
For many of us, the word "religious" evokes thoughts of brainwashing, violence and
eye-rubbingly tiresome conversations. Why not be done with it? Combining wit and
candor with sharp cultural observations, David Dark flips the script on religiosity,
arguing that "If what we believe is what we see is what we do is who we are,
there's no getting away from religion."

Questioning Krishnamurti
"Provides detailed instructions on how to create affirmations and treasure maps to
attract good things in your life."--Page 4 of cover.

The Sacredness of Questioning Everything
A classic work of American literature that has not stopped changing minds and
lives since it burst onto the literary scene, The Things They Carried is a groundbreaking meditation on war, memory, imagination, and the redemptive power of
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storytelling. The Things They Carried depicts the men of Alpha Company: Jimmy
Cross, Henry Dobbins, Rat Kiley, Mitchell Sanders, Norman Bowker, Kiowa, and the
character Tim O’Brien, who has survived his tour in Vietnam to become a father
and writer at the age of forty-three. Taught everywhere—from high school
classrooms to graduate seminars in creative writing—it has become required
reading for any American and continues to challenge readers in their perceptions
of fact and fiction, war and peace, courage and fear and longing. The Things They
Carried won France's prestigious Prix du Meilleur Livre Etranger and the Chicago
Tribune Heartland Prize; it was also a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize and the National
Book Critics Circle Award.

Distracted Driving: the Multi-Tasking Myth
Following the success of several recent inspirational and practical books for wouldbe writers, Poemcrazy is a perfect guide for everyone who ever wanted to write a
poem but was afraid to try. Writing workshop leader Susan Wooldridge shows how
to think, use one's senses, and practice exercises that will make poems more likely
to happen.

Patterns of Creation
Examines the treatment of religion and spirituality in the animated television
series, including its depiction of God, Jesus, heaven, hell, and prayer in chapters
devoted to Homer, Lisa, Ned, Reverend Lovejoy, Krusty, and Apu.

All Things Shining
For 250 years the Turkic Muslims of Tibet, who call themselves Uyghurs today,
have cultivated a sense of history and identity that challenges Beijing’s national
narrative. The roots of this history run deeper than recent conflicts, Rian Thum
says, to a time when manuscripts and pilgrimage along the Silk Road dominated
understandings of the past.

Walking in the Land of Many Gods
A transformative blueprint of ancestral healing from the renowned herbalist,
natural health expert, and healer of women’s bodies and souls “Just when I thought
I was all alone, I found myself walking with a group of conscious women who were
taking sacred steps and speaking sacred words. We were on our way to Queen
Afua’s Global Sacred Woman Village. Come with us, there’s Maat—balance and
order—there.”—Erykah Badu Through extraordinary meditations, affirmations, and
rituals rooted in ancient Egyptian temple teachings, Queen Afua teaches us how to
love and rejoice in our bodies by spiritualizing the words we speak, the foods we
eat, the spaces we live and work in, and the transcendent woman spirit we
manifest. Sacred Woman gives us a program of spirit rejuvenation and creativity
consciousness. Queen Afua summons us to enter the Gateways of Initiation, where
she blesses us with the exact tools we need to bring our beings into true harmony
with the earth and the cosmos. With love, wisdom, and passion, Queen Afua guides
us to accept our mission and our mantle as Sacred Women—to heal ourselves, the
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generations of women in our families, our communities, and our world. Praise for
Sacred Woman “Sacred Woman flings open the gates of understanding the
feminine essence. It is the return of the soul force to women.”—Jewel Pookrum,
MD, PhD (Sunut Arit) “Queen Afua is an extraordinary healer, teacher, mother, and
keeper of our legacy. Through Sacred Woman, she has given us the sacred tools
we need to live our lives in this new century.”—Hazelle Goodman, actress “Sacred
Woman offers profound wisdom to all who seek healing and transformation. Queen
Afua is a national treasure.”—Bob Law, author, radio personality, and vice
president of WWRL

Soil and Sacrament
Sacred Economics traces the history of money from ancient gift economies to
modern capitalism, revealing how the money system has contributed to alienation,
competition, and scarcity, destroyed community, and necessitated endless growth.
Today, these trends have reached their extreme—but in the wake of their collapse,
we may find great opportunity to transition to a more connected, ecological, and
sustainable way of being. This book is about how the money system will have to
change—and is already changing—to embody this transition. A broadly integrated
synthesis of theory, policy, and practice, Sacred Economics explores avant-garde
concepts of the New Economics, including negative-interest currencies, local
currencies, resource-based economics, gift economies, and the restoration of the
commons. Author Charles Eisenstein also considers the personal dimensions of this
transition, speaking to those concerned with "right livelihood" and how to live
according to their ideals in a world seemingly ruled by money. Tapping into a rich
lineage of conventional and unconventional economic thought, Sacred Economics
presents a vision that is original yet commonsense, radical yet gentle, and
increasingly relevant as the crises of our civilization deepen. Sacred Economics
official website: http://sacred-economics.com/

This Boy's Faith
In unrelenting flow of choices confronts us at nearly every moment of our lives,
and yet our culture offers us no clear way to choose. This predicament seems
inevitable, but in fact it’s quite new. In medieval Europe, God’s calling was a
grounding force. In ancient Greece, a whole pantheon of shining gods stood ready
to draw an appropriate action out of you. Like an athlete in “the zone,” you were
called to a harmonious attunement with the world, so absorbed in it that you
couldn’t make a “wrong” choice. If our culture no longer takes for granted a belief
in God, can we nevertheless get in touch with the Homeric moods of wonder and
gratitude, and be guided by the meanings they reveal? All Things Shining says we
can. Hubert Dreyfus and Sean Dorrance Kelly illuminate some of the greatest
works of the West to reveal how we have lost our passionate engagement with and
responsiveness to the world. Their journey takes us from the wonder and openness
of Homer’s polytheism to the monotheism of Dante; from the autonomy of Kant to
the multiple worlds of Melville; and, finally, to the spiritual difficulties evoked by
modern authors such as David Foster Wallace and Elizabeth Gilbert. Dreyfus, a
philosopher at the University of California, Berkeley, for forty years, is an original
thinker who finds in the classic texts of our culture a new relevance for people’s
everyday lives. His lively, thought-provoking lectures have earned him a podcast
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audience that often reaches the iTunesU Top 40. Kelly, chair of the philosophy
department at Harvard University, is an eloquent new voice whose sensitivity to
the sadness of the culture—and to what remains of the wonder and gratitude that
could chase it away—captures a generation adrift. Re-envisioning modern spiritual
life through their examination of literature, philosophy, and religious testimony,
Dreyfus and Kelly unearth ancient sources of meaning, and teach us how to
rediscover the sacred, shining things that surround us every day. This book will
change the way we understand our culture, our history, our sacred practices, and
ourselves. It offers a new—and very old—way to celebrate and be grateful for our
existence in the modern world.

Grand Central Question
Profoundly moving, fearlessly honest, and relentlessly hopeful, New York Times
bestselling author Rachel Held Evans offers this must-read for anyone on the
journey of doubt, deconstruction, and ultimately faith reborn. Eighty years after the
Scopes Monkey Trial made a spectacle of Christian fundamentalism and brought
national attention to her hometown, Rachel Held Evans faced a trial of her own
when she began to have doubts about her faith. In Faith Unraveled, Rachel
recounts growing up in a culture obsessed with apologetics, struggling as her own
faith unraveled one unexpected question at a time. In order for her faith to survive,
Rachel realizes, it must adapt to change and evolve. Using as an illustration her
own spiritual journey from certainty to doubt to faith, Evans challenges you to
disentangle your faith from false fundamentals and to trust in a God who is big
enough to handle your tough questions. In a changing cultural environment where
new ideas seem to threaten the safety and security of the faith, Faith Unraveled is
a fearlessly honest story of survival. This book was previously titled Evolving in
Monkey Town.

The Love Wins Companion: A Study Guide For Those Who Want
to Go Deeper
Mining popular media, Dark redefines the term apocalypse as a more honest,
watchful way of being in the world and highlights how the imagination can expose
our moral condition.

Discover Your Spiritual Life
According to author David Dark, when religion won't tolerate questions, objections,
or differences of opinion, and when it only brings to the table threats of
excommunication, violence, and hellfire, it obstructs our ability to think,
empathize, and livelives of authenticity and genuine engagement. --from publisher
description

Poemcrazy
Siddhartha is a 1922 novel by Hermann Hesse that deals with the spiritual journey
of self-discovery of a man named Siddhartha during the time of the Gautama
Buddha. The book, Hesse's ninth novel, was written in German, in a simple, lyrical
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style. It was published in the U.S. in 1951 and became influential during the 1960s.
Hesse dedicated the first part of it to Romain Rolland and the second to Wilhelm
Gundert, his cousin. The word Siddhartha is made up of two words in the Sanskrit
language, siddha (achieved) + artha (what was searched for), which together
means "he who has found meaning (of existence)" or "he who has attained his
goals". In fact, the Buddha's own name, before his renunciation, was Siddhartha
Gautama, Prince of Kapilvastu. In this book, the Buddha is referred to as "Gotama".

Scripture, Culture, and Agriculture
Greg Boyd and his father, Ed, were on opposite sides of a great divide. Greg was a
newfound Christian, while his father was a longtime agnostic. So Greg offered his
father an invitation: Ed could write with any questions on Christianity, and his son
would offer a response. Letters from a Skeptic contains this special
correspondence. The letters tackle some of today's toughest challenges facing
Christianity, including Do all non-Christians go to hell? How can we believe a man
rose from the dead? Why is the world so full of suffering? How do we know the
Bible was divinely inspired? Does God know the future? Each response offers
insights into the big questions, while delivering intelligent answers that connect
with both the heart and mind. Whether you're a skeptic, a believer, or just unsure,
these letters can provide a practical, common-sense guide to the Christian faith.

Peasants, Pilgrims, and Sacred Promises
This book is a radical exploration of the mystical teachings in the Gospel of John. It
helps the reader to experience these spiritual truths for themselves, and go
beyond the everyday mind, which is dominated by the ego and realize their eternal
Being, which Johns Gospel calls Logos. By approaching the teachings in a
meditative state, the symbolism contained within the Greek text opens out and
comes alive in the present moment. The Gospel is not a historical document; it
speaks directly to each person now and the states of consciousness represented in
the stories are accessible now. The book contains guided meditations to help bring
this to life for the reader. This awakening concerns our relationship with the whole
of life. Spiritual consciousness means that we are aware of the sacredness of our
connections to each other as fellow human beings, and to the creatures of the
natural world. Christ and the Logos contain both masculine and feminine in
balance; at this critical time, our well-being and that of our fellow creatures is
dependent on this realization.

The Gospel According to America
Published in the years following 9/11, David Dark’s book The Gospel according to
America warned American Christianity about the false worship that conflates love
of country with love of God. It delved deeply into the political divide that had
gripped the country and the cultural captivity into which so many American
churches had fallen. In our current political season, the problems Dark identified
have blossomed. The assessment he brought to these problems and the creative
resources for resisting them are now more important than ever. Into this new
political landscape and expanding on the analysis of The Gospel according to
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America, Dark offers The Possibility of America: How the Gospel Can Mend Our GodBlessed, God-Forsaken Land. Dark expands his vision of a fractured yet
redeemable American Christianity, bringing his signature mix of theological,
cultural, and political analysis to white supremacy, evangelical surrender, and
other problems of the Trump era.

Creator Spirit
One of the vital challenges facing thoughtful people today is how to read the Bible
faithfully without abandoning our sense of truth and history. Reading the Bible
Again for the First Time provides a much-needed solution to the problem of how to
have a fully authentic yet contemporary understanding of the scriptures. Many
mistakenly believe there are no choices other than fundamentalism or simply
rejecting the Bible as something that can bring meaning to our lives. Answering
this modern dilemma, acclaimed author Marcus Borg reveals how it is possible to
reconcile the Bible with both a scientific and critical way of thinking and our
deepest spiritual needs, leading to a contemporary yet grounded experience of the
sacred texts. This seminal book shows you how to read the Bible as it should be
examined—in an approach the author calls "historical-metaphorical." Borg explores
what the Scriptures meant to the ancient communities that produced and lived by
them. He then helps us to discover the meaning of these stories, providing the
knowledge and perspective to make the wisdom of the Bible an essential part of
our modern lives. The author argues that the conventional way of seeing the
Bible's origin, authority, and interpretation has become unpersuasive to millions of
people in our time, and that we need a fresh way of encountering the Bible that
takes the texts seriously but not literally, even as it takes seriously who we have
become. Borg traces his personal spiritual journey, describing for readers how he
moved from an unquestioning childhood belief in the biblical stories to a more
powerful and dynamic relationship with the Bible as a sacred text brimming with
meaning and guidance. Using his own experience as an example, he reveals how
the modern crisis of faith is itself rooted in the misinterpretation of sacred texts as
historical record and divine dictation, and opens readers to a truer, more abundant
perspective. This unique book invites everyone—whatever one's religious
background—to engage the Bible, wrestle with its meaning, explore its mysteries,
and understand its relevance. Borg shows us how to encounter the Bible in a fresh
way that rejects the limits of simple literalism and opens up rich possibilities for
our lives.

The Things They Carried
Lived Theology contains the work of an emerging generation of theologians and
scholars who pursue research, teaching, and writing as a form of public
responsibility motivated by the conviction that theological ideas aspire in their
inner logic toward social expression. Written as a two-year collaboration of the
Project on Lived Theology at the University of Virginia, this volume offers a series
of illustrations and styles that distinguish Lived Theology in the broader
conversation with other major approaches to the religious interpretation of
embodied life. The book begins with a modest query: How might theological
writing, research, and teaching be expanded to engage lived experience with the
same care and precision given by scholars to books and articles? Behind this
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question lies the claim that theological engagements and interpretations of lived
experience offer rich and often surprising insights into God's presence and activity
in the world. Answers to, and explorations of, this question form the narrative
framework of this groundbreaking volume. Lived theology is shown to be an
exceedingly curious enterprise, transgressing disciplinary boundaries as a matter
of course, examining circumstance, context, and motivation, and marshalling every
available resource for the sake of discerning the theological shape of enacted and
embodied faith. Understanding the social consequences of theological ideas is a
task with wide ranging significance, inside the academy and in the broader forums
of civic discussion. Contributors consider Lived Theology from a diverse array of
experiences and locations, including towns in Mississippi struggling with histories
of racist violence and murder; a homeless shelter in Atlanta; churches in the
Democratic Republic of Congo; faith based volunteer organizations in Columbus,
Ohio; and a college classroom in the Midwest. This innovative work offers a fresh
and exciting model for scholars, teachers, practitioners, and students seeking to
reconnect the lived experience of faith communities with academic study and
reflection.

A Religion of One's Own
Lying on the border between eastern and western Christendom, Orthodox Karelia
preserved its unique religious culture into the 19th and 20th centuries, when it was
described and recorded by Finnish and Karelian folklore collectors. This colorful
array of ritulas and beliefs involving nature spirits, saints, the dead, and pilgrimage
to monasteries represented a unigue fusion of official Church ritual and doctrine
and pre-Christian ethnic folk belief. This book undertakes a fascinating exploration
into many aspects of Orthodox Karelian ritual life: beliefs in supernatural forces,
folk models of illness, body concepts, divination, holy icons, the role of the ritual
specialist and healer, the divide between nature and culture, images of forest, the
cult of the dead, and the popular image of monasteries and holy hermits. It will
appeal to anyone interested in popular religion, the cognitive study of religion,
ritual studies, medical anthropology, and the folk traditions and symbolism of the
Balto-Finnic peoples.

Sacred Hunger
We all want to believe we can drive responsibly and monitor distractions. But our
attention is limited by nature, and we are often very subtly distracted from noticing
things right in front of us. Depending on what you're doing while you're driving,
you could literally miss seeing a giraffe grazing on the roadside. Because of
distractions, many people have failed to see a gorilla beating its chest right in front
of them, and this is no joke.We really are not good multi-taskers when our
attention is spread over tasks that require dedicated attention. That's why
conversations on cellphones turn out to be a serious distraction to drivers. Read
this book and see what you think. And then see what you think about whether it's
fair to the rest of the people in your car or on the road when you allow yourself to
be distracted in the special way that cellphones can distract.

Climate--A New Story
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Recounts the author's experiences founding a faith-based community garden in
rural North Carolina, and emphasizes how growing one's own food can help readers
reconnect with the land and divine faith.

Sacred Woman
Erika experiences German reunification firsthand, in 1990 Berlin; she lives through
the consequences of the Gulf War raging in Iraq, and skirts Berlin anti-war
demonstrations; she indulges in the Munich Oktoberfest, while on TDY in Hamburg;
and she is caught up in time travel back to 1987, and deals with spies spelling
double trouble -- all amid a blossoming love affair between two friends. "Spy
Songs" is Ms. Larmon's second book in her "Time Travel 101" series, following
"Swan Songs."

Flunking Sainthood
Presents a groundbreaking investigation into the origins of morality at the core of
religion and politics, offering scholarly insight into the motivations behind cultural
clashes that are polarizing America.

Sacred Marriage
An unforgettable memoir about growing up Southern, grappling with faith, and
confronting a childhood colored by religion, Bible Belt culture, and a mother who
minces words better than a food processor A child stumbles upon a vintage
photograph and glimpses salvation. A young girl vanishes in a famous cavern when
she runs away from her tour group. A hijacked plane circles overhead, its
passengers’ lives in jeopardy. A mystical stranger, a refugee from the Holocaust,
seals off her secrets behind an elusive smile. From simple blessings to historical
tragedies to random twists of fate, This Boy’s Faith plumbs the uncanny mysteries
and surprising revelations at the heart of a Southern Baptist childhood. Hamilton
Cain came to Jesus on a trampoline, or as his devout parents described it, “He just
jumped and bounced his way to the Lord.” Growing up in Tennessee in the 1970s
and ’80s, he set himself on the path to becoming the best Baptist boy he could be.
The veil between the concrete and the magical shimmered all around him,
nourishing his soul. Religion was a map to help him navigate his life, to steer away
from the reefs of temptation. Yet as he grew older, Hamilton began to notice
fractures and cracks in a world that had once promised sanctuary and
transcendence, perils threatening to shatter the protective shell of family and
community. Like an escape artist, he cut himself free from his evangelical milieu,
and eventually gravitated north, to cosmopolitan New York. Twenty years later, the
smooth flow of Hamilton’s life reversed itself yet again when his first child was born
with a grave genetic disease. Thrown into a chasm of confusion and despair, he
found the primal voices of his original culture reaching out to him. He picked up
that faded, half-forgotten script to see what values, if any, could steady him in the
here and now. The result is a story of growing up Baptist, and then growing up.
Haunting, evocative, and gorgeously written, Hamilton Cain’s debut will resonate
with fans of poignant personal memoir, readers interested in faith and spirituality,
and anyone who has known what it’s like to engage the complexities and
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contradictions of one’s past. From the Hardcover edition.

Becoming a Mountain
All religions and worldviews seek to answer the fundamental questions of human
existence. But the main worldviews each tend to stress a different issue. Abdu
Murray, a lawyer and former Muslim, digs deeply into secular humanism,
pantheism and theism (specifically in the form of Islam), comparing each to the
central message of Jesus.

Reading the Bible Again For the First Time
How are we placed on Earth? What is our relationship to the world around us, and
howWalking in the Land of Many Gods envisions a new way of thinking about the
world, one grounded in a moral imagination reconnected to Earth. Insightful
readings of three contemporary classics of nature writing—Janisse Ray's Ecology of
a Cracker Childhood, Terry Tempest Williams's Refuge: An Unnatural History of
Family and Place, and Linda Hogan's Dwellings: A Spiritual History of the Living
World—are at the heart of Wohlpart's endeavor. Powerful and affecting works like
these reveal a pathway to a deeper remembering, one that reconnects us with the
primal forces of creation and acknowledges the sacredness of the world. We have
forgotten that the world around us is rich and fertile and generative, says
Wohlpart. His exploration of these literary works, based on deep anthropology and
Native American philosophy, opens a pathway into a new way of thinking called
sacred reason. Founded on interdependence and interrelationship, and on care and
compassion, sacred reason reminds us that divinity exists around us at all times.
We are invited to walk, once again, in a land filled with many gods.

The Sacred Enneagram
Jesus plus nothing. 100% natural. No additives. It's the truth you may never hear in
church. The Naked Gospel is a chapter-by-chapter assault on the churchy jargon
and double talk of our day. It puts forth a message that is simple but life-changing.
With a fresh take on Scripture and unapologetic style, The Naked Gospel will
challenge you to re-examine everything you thought you already knew.

Siddhartha
Hailed as a "wondrous book" by Gretel Ehrlich, and winner of the Kekoo Naoroji
Book Award for Himalayan Literature—a journey of healing that becomes a
pilgrimage for the soul. Stephen Alter was raised by American missionary parents
in the hill station of Mussoorie, in the foothills of the Himalayas, where he and his
wife, Ameeta, now live. Their idyllic existence was brutally interrupted when four
armed intruders invaded their house and viciously attacked them, leaving them for
dead. The violent assault and the trauma of almost dying left him questioning
assumptions he had lived by since childhood. For the first time, he encountered the
face of evil and the terror of the unknown. He felt like a foreigner in the land of his
birth. This book is his account of a series of treks he took in the high Himalayas
following his convalescence—to Bandar Punch (the monkey’s tail), Nanda Devi, the
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second highest mountain in India, and Mt. Kailash in Tibet. He set himself this goal
to prove that he had healed mentally as well as physically and to re-knit his
connection to his homeland. Undertaken out of sorrow, the treks become a moving
soul journey, a way to rediscover mountains in his inner landscape. Weaving
together observations of the natural world, Himalayan history, folklore and
mythology, as well as encounters with other pilgrims along the way, Stephen Alter
has given us a moving meditation on the solace of high places, and on the hidden
meanings and enduring mystery of mountains.

Jews and Words
A must-read for anyone looking to move beyond type as caricature and learn how
to work with the Enneagram toward spiritual growth. Over 100,000 copies sold!
eBook EXCLUSIVE: 45+ COLOR illustrations to provide greater depth of
understanding. Most of us spend a lifetime trying to figure out who we are and how
we relate to others and God. The Enneagram is here to help. Far more than a
personality test, author Chris Heuertz writes, the Enneagram is a sacred map to
the soul. Lies about who we think we are keep us trapped in loops of self-defeat.
But the Enneagram reveals both the nine ways we get lost, as well as the nine
ways we find our way home to our True Self and to God. Chris Heuertz has taught
the Enneagram all over the world, and has trained under some of the great living
Enneagram masters including Father Richard Rohr, Russ Hudson, Marion Gilbert,
and Helen Palmer. Whether you are an enthusiast or simply Enneagram-curious,
this groundbreaking guide to the spiritual depth of the Enneagram will help you:
Understand the "why" behind your type, beyond caricatures and stereotypes
Identify and find freedom from self-destructive patterns Learn how to work with
your type toward spiritual growth Awaken your unique gifts to serve today's broken
world Richly insightful and deeply practical, The Sacred Enneagram is your
invitation to begin the journey of a life transformed. Also available: The Sacred
Enneagram Workbook.

The Righteous Mind
Flipping the script on climate change, Eisenstein makes a case for a wholesale
reimagining of the framing, tactics, and goals we employ in our journey to heal
from ecological destruction With research and insight, Charles Eisenstein details
how the quantification of the natural world leads to a lack of integration and our
“fight” mentality. With an entire chapter unpacking the climate change denier’s
point of view, he advocates for expanding our exclusive focus on carbon emissions
to see the broader picture beyond our short-sighted and incomplete approach. The
rivers, forests, and creatures of the natural and material world are sacred and
valuable in their own right, not simply for carbon credits or preventing the
extinction of one species versus another. After all, when you ask someone why
they first became an environmentalist, they’re likely to point to the river they
played in, the ocean they visited, the wild animals they observed, or the trees they
climbed when they were a kid. This refocusing away from impending catastrophe
and our inevitable doom cultivates meaningful emotional and psychological
connections and provides real, actionable steps to caring for the earth. Freeing
ourselves from a war mentality and seeing the bigger picture of how everything
from prison reform to saving the whales can contribute to our planetary ecological
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health, we resist reflexive postures of solution and blame and reach toward the
deep place where commitment lives.

The Naked Gospel
This book examines the theology and ethics of land use, especially the practices of
modern industrialized agriculture, in light of critical biblical exegesis. Nine
interrelated essays explore the biblical writers' pervasive concern for the care of
arable land against the background of the geography, social structures, and
religious thought of ancient Israel. This approach consistently brings out neglected
aspects of texts, both poetry and prose, that are central to Jewish and Christian
traditions. Rather than seeking solutions from the past, Davis creates a
conversation between ancient texts and contemporary agrarian writers; thus she
provides a fresh perspective from which to view the destructive practices and
assumptions that now dominate the global food economy. The biblical exegesis is
wide-ranging and sophisticated; the language is literate and accessible to a broad
audience.
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